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O*NET™ 98 Special Notice for Users

Information in O*NET 98 is based largely on data supplied by occupational
analysts from sources such as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles  (DOT).
O*NET 98 provides valid and reliable occupational information that may be useful
for a variety of purposes, such as career counseling, development of job training
programs, skill standards and labor market information. It should be noted that
O*NET 98 occupational information is composite information from many jobs and
therefore not intended to describe a particular job.

Purchasers of O*NET 98 may use the products freely for their own personal use. If
use includes developing other products, software or system applications using
O*NET 98 products, users are subject to terms and conditions described in the
O*NET�98 User Agreement (see pages vi-vii) and should register their use with
the National O*NET Consortium at http://www.onetcenter.org/ or National
O*NET Consortium, North Carolina Employment Security Commission, P.O. Box
27625, Raleigh, NC 27611.

Recipients of federal assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor need to ensure
that individuals with disabilities are afforded an equal opportunity to use services
based on O*NET 98. For further discussion of these obligations see Equal Oppor-
tunity Guidance Letter No. 4 (May 18, 1998), reproduced in its entirety in the
O*NET 98 Viewer (More Information section), Viewer User�s Guide and Data
Dictionary.
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O*NET™ 98 User Agreement

O*NET 98 is a Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration
(DOL/ETA) sponsored project. O*NET is trademarked. The purpose of this
Agreement is to establish terms and conditions for O*NET 98 users intending to
develop other products, software or systems applications using O*NET 98 prod-
ucts.

Terms and Conditions of Use

No license is required to use O*NET 98 products. Users intending to develop other
products, software or systems applications using O*NET 98 products should
register with the National O*NET Consortium at http://www.onetcenter.org/ or
National O*NET Consortium, North Carolina Employment Security Commission,
P.O. Box 27625, Raleigh, NC 27611.

The use of O*NET 98 products in the development of other products, software or
systems applications is subject to the following conditions:

1.  Since O*NET is trademarked, users must acknowledge the use of O*NET 98 in
and on their products. The trademark symbol must be properly displayed when
referring to O*NET.

When using the O*NET 98 name, users must use �O*NET 98� as an adjective, not
as a noun or a verb, followed by the proper generic product name. For example:
�...with O*NET 98 data,� �...formulated from O*NET 98 data,� or �...includes
information from the O*NET 98 database,� not �...includes O*NET 98.� In addi-
tion, the O*NET 98 name must not appear in the possessive or plural form.

2.  The version number of the source O*NET 98 database must be clearly stated in
and on user products.

3.  Any modifications made to the O*NET data must be clearly specified along
with a description of the modifications. Notice of modifications must be promi-
nently displayed in and on user products. Users should be aware that any modifi-
cation of O*NET 98 data may compromise its validity and reliability for its
intended uses.
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4. The O*NET 98 Viewer ( © 1998 DOL/ETA) may be copied and redistributed
freely provided that (1) no modifications are made to any files comprising the
Viewer, (2) this Agreement accompanies the files, and (3) all files comprising the
Viewer are distributed together and installed as a package on the user's computer.

The following independent files included in the Viewer are Copyright © Microsoft
Corporation, and may not be distributed separately from the Viewer:

MSARN200.EXE,  MSAFIN.DLL,  MSAIN200.DLL,  MSAJU200.DLL,
MSAOLE20.DLL,  SOA200.DLL,  MSJETINT.DLL,  DAO2016.DLL,
MSABC200.DLL,  MSAEXP20.DLL,  MSAJT200.DLL,  MSJETERR.DLL.

5.  Users must not use the O*NET or DOT name as a part of a product name,
company name, electronic addresses or in any other manner that may imply that
DOL/ETA produced, endorses or supports a user�s product.

6.  Recipients of federal assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor need to
ensure that individuals with disabilities are afforded an equal opportunity to use
services based on O*NET 98. For further discussion of these obligations see Equal
Opportunity Guidance Letter No. 4 (May 18, 1998), reproduced in its entirety in
the O*NET 98 Viewer (More Information section), Viewer User�s Guide and Data
Dictionary.

                        O*NET™  98

(Trademarked logo) (Use in Text)

Proper Trademark Citation

O*NET�98 is a trademark registered to the U.S. Department of  Labor, Employ-
ment and Training Administration.
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An Important Note for Users

The O*NET 98 Viewer was developed for use by the general public. It is based on
a prototype version of what will ultimately become the �complete� O*NET data-
base, currently scheduled for release as O*NET 2001.

The database used in O*NET 98 is based largely on data supplied by occupational
analysts from sources such as the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT). To
develop data for this database, analysts evaluated and refined existing occupa-
tional data, then applied these data to the O*NET Content Model.

An extensive effort is currently underway to collect new and expanded data for all
O*NET occupations from job incumbents and supervisors. These new data will be
available in the future as part of O*NET 2001, and will complete the entire
O*NET Content Model.

The success and usefulness of the entire O*NET system ultimately depend upon
the quantity, quality and representativeness of data collected. The speedy, volun-
tary participation of employers and employees across the country in O*NET data
collection efforts will help ensure that all data contained in this prototype version
are updated and/or replaced before the release of the complete O*NET 2001.

Detailed technical reports describing the scientific basis for all data decisions
made regarding O*NET are available from the National O*NET Consortium.
Please see page one of this User�s Guide for contact information.
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Equal Opportunity Information

The following Equal Opportunity Guidance Letter provides general information
and guidance on the use of computer-based services by individuals with disabili-
ties. If applicable, usage of the O*NET software should comply with these guide-
lines to ensure that individuals with disabilities are afforded an equal opportunity
to use the software.

U.S. Department of Labor

Civil Rights Center

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY GUIDANCE LETTER NO. 4 MAY 18, 1998

TO: GOVERNORS, STATE JTPA LIAISONS, STATE WORKER ADJUST-
MENT LIAISONS, STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES
(SESA), ONE-STOP CAREER CENTER SYSTEM LEADS, SESA EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY (EO) OFFICERS

FROM: ANNABELLE T. LOCKHART
Director
Civil Rights Center

SUBJECT:

Making America�s Job Bank/America�s Talent Bank Available to and
Usable by Individuals with Disabilities

1. Purpose. To provide guidance on States� responsibilities to make America�s Job
Bank/America�s Talent Bank (AJB/ATB) available to and usable by individuals
with disabilities.
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2. References. TEIN 28-96 (May 1, 1997): Study On Certification Chartering
Criteria For One-Stop Career Centers; TEIN 27-96 (April 28, 1997): One-Stop
Disability Initiative; TEIN 21-96 (March 17, 1997): Joint Issuance by the Assistant
Secretary for Employment and Training and the Assistant Secretary for Special
Education and Rehabilitation Services.

3. Background. Two statutes that prohibit discrimination on the basis of disabil-
ity by recipients of Federal financial assistance for labor and workforce programs
are section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, and section 167 of
the Job Training Partnership Act, as amended. The Department of Labor�s
regulations implementing Section 504 and Section 167, title 29 CFR parts 32 and
34 respectively, prescribe several recipient obligations to ensure that its services,
including America�s Job/Talent Bank workstations that are made available to the
general public, are, to the maximum extent possible, available to and usable by
individuals with disabilities. These obligations include, but are not limited to: (1)
ensuring physical accessibility; and (2) providing reasonable accommodation to
individuals with disabilities. (See Subpart C of part 32). The Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) imposes similar obligations. See section 4. for a
discussion of the ADA and its applicability to State and local governments.

(1) Physical accessibility to programs and activities. Title 29 CFR
32.28 requires that �each facility or part of a facility constructed by, on behalf of, or
for the use of a recipient, shall be designed and constructed in such manner that
the facility or part of the facility is readily accessible to and usable by� qualified
individuals with disabilities. Section 32.28 further provides that the standards to
be used are those most recently issued by the General Service Administration
(GSA), unless alternative standards provide greater accessibility. The most recent
standards issued by GSA are the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards
(UFAS). (See 41 CFR Subpart 101-19.6.) These guidelines should be used unless
alternative guidelines provide greater accessibility. Alternative standards include
the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG). (See 28
CFR part 36.) Additionally, States should be aware that, if state guidelines
provide for greater accessibility, those standards should be used.

The term �facilities� is not synonymous with the term �buildings.� It has a broader
meaning and includes such things as automated teller machines (ATMs) and
roadside emergency call boxes. AJB/ATB workstations must be in compliance with
accessibility standards. In most instances, such as in the case of ATMs, there is a
specific UFAS or ADAAG standard. In others, such as with roadside emergency
call boxes and AJB/ATB-type workstations, there is no specific accessibility
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standard. In the absence of a specific standard, a recipient should rely upon the
general accessible design criteria contained in ADAAG and UFAS. Both ADAAG
and UFAS provide guidance to recipients concerning design considerations for
accessible routes, clear space, reach ranges, and operating mechanisms.

(2) Reasonable accommodation. As a separate and additional obliga-
tion, recipients must accommodate the disabilities of particular individuals in
response to the specific limitations of their disabilities, unless the recipient can
show that the provision of an accommodation would constitute an undue burden.
(See 29 CFR 32.13 for a discussion of reasonable accommodation and undue
burden.) Accommodations can include auxiliary aids as required by 29 CFR 32.4
(b) (7) and 29 CFR 34.6 (b) as well as staff-assisted services.

4. Relationship to ADA. The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA) extends the prohibition of discrimination on the basis of disability to
covered entities regardless of whether they receive Federal financial assistance.
Title I of the ADA, which is enforced by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, applies to all employers, employment agencies, labor organizations
and joint labor-management committees (see 29 CFR part 1630). Title II, which is
enforced by the Department of Justice (DOJ) and in some circumstances DOL,
applies to �public entities� (e.g., any State or local government or any department,
agency, special purpose district, or other instrumentality of a State or States or
local government (see 28 CFR part 35). Title II is patterned after Section 504 of
the Rehabilitation Act. Title III of the ADA, also enforced by DOJ, applies to public
accommodations and commercial facilities (see 28 CFR part 36). To the extent that
recipients of Federal financial assistance for labor and workforce programs are
covered entities (e.g., employers, employment agencies, State and local govern-
ments and public accommodations) they are also covered by the ADA and its
implementing regulations.

5. Policy. States must ensure that their obligation to provide programmatic
and physical access to AJB/ATB is met. This includes ensuring that AJB/ATB
workstations meet UFAS standards, unless an alternate standard provides
greater accessibility. Further, States must provide accommodations, including
auxiliary aids and staff-assisted services necessary to ensure equal opportunity for
qualified individuals with disabilities.  The Department of Labor supports and
encourages States to find the methods and means of ensuring that job-seekers
with disabilities and business individuals with disabilities can access the employ-
ment related information and use the new Internet tools for labor exchange.
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6. Action. Recipients should review the location and placement of AJB/ATB
workstations available to the public to ensure they are accessible to and usable by
individuals with disabilities. Further, recipients should develop and implement
strategies to accommodate the specific limitations of individuals with disabilities,
including auxiliary aids and staff-assisted services. The determination as to the
appropriate accommodation should be made in consultation with the individual
with the disability, and may include other interested individuals or groups.
Resources listed in 7. can assist the recipient in this regard. Finally, the Depart-
ment recommends that a three-way partnership of the USDOL, State rehabilita-
tion agencies and local disability advocacy agencies can develop ways to ensure
access to service for individuals with disabilities. These activities should be
undertaken with the assistance of the SESA Equal Opportunity Officer.

7. Resources. ETA�s affirmative efforts to ensure access to the AJB/ATB
system for individuals with disabilities include partnering with the National
Federation of the Blind to develop a voice-based system to access AJB and to
conduct regional accessibility conferences. In addition, ETA established the One-
Stop Disability Initiative in recognition of the fact that the One-Stop Career
Center System presents unique challenges as well as opportunities to provide
improved services to individuals with disabilities.

A One-Stop Disability Initiative web site, found at www.ttrc.doleta.gov/onestop/
dslstp.htm, is a good source for information on this issue. It includes the full text of
the publication Technology and Serving Individuals with Special Needs presented
by the Electronic One-Stop (EOS) Steering Committee. That publication includes a
list of EOS Usability Principles which offers a general framework for the �look and
feel� of EOS systems.

The One-Stop Disability Initiative web site also provides a link to information on
disability issues in general found on the DOL Disability Initiative website.

http://www.doleta.gov/access/

There are several other Internet web sites which are recommended for those in
need of additional information, including:

The Civil Rights Center (CRC):

http://www.dol.gov/dol/oasam/public/regs/ main.htm

CRC is the agency within DOL that enforces section 504, section 167 and, under
some circumstances, Title II of the ADA. The site includes laws, regulations and
technical assistance related to disability.
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The Department of Justice (DOJ) ADA home page:

http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/ada/adahom1.htm

DOJ enforces Titles II and III of the ADA. The site includes laws, regulations and
technical assistance related to those two sections as well as links to other disabil-
ity-related sites.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC):

http://www.eeoc.gov/

The EEOC enforces Title I of the ADA and has information related to that Title.

The Job Accommodation Network (JAN):

http://janweb.icdi.wvu.edu/

JAN is a federally-funded program to advise employers as well as employees with
disabilities on accommodations that are available to assist the worker in the
performance of his or her job. JAN maintains a database of thousands of accommo-
dations that have been provided to callers in the past.

ADA links:

http://www.public.iastate.edu/~sbilling/ada.html

The Iowa State University has compiled links to over 100 different websites of
value to individuals with disabilities. Information on the ADA, products and
services, communications, specific disabilities, legal resources and more are
included on this extensive page.

The President�s Committee on Employment of People with Disabilities (PCEPD):

http://www.pcepd.gov/

PCEPD is a resource office within the Federal government focusing on disability
issues and workers with disabilities. The PCEPD provides information and advice
to both employers and individuals with disabilities, setting up and participating in
a variety of other conferences and activities throughout the year.

8. Inquiries. Questions should be addressed to Everette West of CRC by
  e-mail at the following address: west-everette@dol.gov.
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Chapter One:
Welcome to O*NET

Welcome

Welcome to the O*NET 98 Viewer, your window on the modern world of work. The
Viewer was created for the general public � to give employers, job seekers, career
counselors, government workers, occupational analysts, researchers, and students
computerized access to the O*NET Database of occupational information.

Information in O*NET is available for over 1,100 occupations. Each occupation is
classified by a unique O*NET title and code and is carefully cross-referenced to
occupations in eight other classification systems.

The Content Model

The framework that organizes O*NET data is a skills-based structure called the
Content Model. The Content Model classifies data into six domains, �windows�
that look into all aspects of the workplace � from descriptions of the worker to
requirements of the work.

Using the O*NET 98 Viewer

The O*NET 98 Viewer is a sophisticated piece of software that integrates data
from a variety of sources, thus vastly simplifying career exploration and occupa-
tional research. You will discover that many different paths can be used to find the
information you need. In fact, the very structure of the Viewer tends to offer you
additional insights into your queries.
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Using the O*NET 98 Viewer should be easy for anyone who is comfortable work-
ing in the Windows environment and who has some knowledge of the vocabulary
of occupational research. However, it does help to understand what you can expect
to achieve with the Viewer before you launch your search. We�ll begin with a brief
overview of the Search Menu and the Activity Menu, and then go on, chapter by
chapter, to explain all of these options in detail. At the end of the User�s Guide,
you�ll find detailed reference material for expert users.

The Search Menu

Typically, an information-finding session will begin with the Search Menu. Using
the Search Menu, you can do the following:

� Search for occupations by Titles/Codes or Keyword

� Use Crosswalks to find O*NET occupations when you know their
titles or codes in another classification system

� Identify suitable occupations by building a list of Skills

The Activity Menu

Once you have selected an occupation, its O*NET title and code appear in the
selection box, and the Activity Menu automatically opens. The Activity Menu is
the second principal menu of the O*NET 98 Viewer. From this menu, you can:

� View a Profile, or snapshot, of the occupation. You�ll see important
occupation characteristics and you can print out a complete Profile
report which includes Related Occupations

� Access Details for all O*NET information available on your
selected occupation

� View Crosswalks to see how the O*NET occupational titles and
codes are related to titles and codes in other classification systems

� Explore the Content Model to learn more about the development
and background of O*NET�s common language of occupational
information
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� Consult the Data Dictionary for expert�s information on occupa-
tional descriptors, their scales, and values

Printed Reports are available for most information provided in the Viewer.

Online Help is available at any time. Press the Help button to learn more about
the screen you are using.

The Search Menu

The Activity Menu
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Chapter Two:
Getting Started

� Installation
� Choosing a User Level
� Deciding How Your Screens Will Display
� Navigating in the Viewer

This chapter helps you set up O*NET on your computer, establish the way the
O*NET 98 Viewer looks on your computer screen, decide how much online guid-
ance you wish the Viewer to offer, and specify how much access you need to special
features. We also present some hints on moving through the Viewer using either a
keyboard or a mouse.

Installation

Hardware Requirements

The O*NET 98 Viewer requires a 486DX or Pentium-level Personal Computer,
with 16 MB RAM and 20 MB of free hard disk space for installation. The Viewer
can be installed to run from CD-ROM to save hard disk space. This option requires
only 3MB of hard disk space. The viewer will run from CD-ROM in all versions of
Windows except NT.

Software Requirements

The O*NET 98 Viewer requires Windows 3.1, Win 3.11, Windows for Workgroups,
Windows 95, Windows 98, or Windows NT.

Installation instructions for Windows 3.1 apply also to Windows 3.11 and Windows
for Workgroups. Instructions for Windows 95 apply also to Windows 98/NT.
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Installation from Floppy Disks

Windows 3.1, Windows 3.11 or Windows for Workgroups
� Insert Disk 1 into floppy drive A:

� From the Program Manager dialog box, click Run. . . and type
A:\setup.exe

The setup program will create an O*NET 98 Viewer directory, icons, and program
group for you as it installs. If you wish to install files in a different directory, type
the path and directory name when prompted. Setup notifies you when installation
is complete.

Windows 95, Windows 98 or Windows NT
� From START, run A:\setup.exe. . . and follow the prompts,

inserting Disk 1 when you are asked.

You will be asked to accept a directory and a program group. Click OK or type in a
different directory path or group, as you wish. By default, an O*NET icon will be
created for your desktop. (You can say no to this option.) Setup notifies you when
installation is complete.

To Install from the CD-ROM Disc

In Windows 95/98/NT, if the Autorun feature is enabled for your CD-ROM drive,
setup will start automatically. Otherwise, navigate to your CD-ROM drive and run
o_setup.exe. You will be guided through the installation process and given a
chance to accept a directory and program group. An icon to run the Viewer will be
created for your desktop on Win 95 systems.

To Run the Viewer

� In Windows 3.x, go to the O*NET Program Group and double-click
the icon.

� In Windows 95/98/NT, double-click the desktop icon, or go to Start,
Programs, O*NET Viewer.
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To Uninstall

Windows 3.x or Windows for Workgroups
From Program Manager, open the O*NET program group. Double-click the
Uninstall icon to uninstall the O*NET 98 Viewer.

All the files in the O*NET program group and all the associated icons will be
deleted.

Windows 95, 98 or NT
From Start, choose Settings, Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs. You will
see a scroll-down box of programs that can be removed, and you will find O*NET
listed as �O*NET 98 Viewer.� Highlight it.

Click �Add/Remove.� This button is a toggle. Since O*NET is currently installed, it
will be removed, along with its program group and icons.

Choosing a User Level

O*NET opens with a few panels of explanatory text. You then see the Welcome
screen. Here you are asked to define your level of familiarity with the Viewer. You
have these choices:

� New
� Experienced
� Expert

The Welcome Screen
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The default setting is for New Users. That�s the setting you should choose until
you have some experience with both the Search Menu and the Activity Menu. If
another user has set the Viewer to a different level, simply click by the User Level
you prefer.

As you work in the Viewer, you may change your User Level at any time by going
to the Search Menu or the Activity Menu buttons at the top of your screen. The
Set User Level button appears on both the Search and Activity screens. This
button returns you to the Welcome screen where you may reset the User Level.
Clicking OK returns you to the Search or Activity screen.

Changes you make to this setting are stored. The last setting you use will be in
effect the next time the Viewer is started.

What the User Levels Mean

New User
Select New to O*NET . . if this is one of the first times you are using the O*NET
98 Viewer. As a New User, you are guided with explanatory text through each step
of the searches.

Experienced User
Select Experienced With O*NET. . . if you have used the Viewer before and you
are planning to work in the same areas in which you previously worked. As an
Experienced User you are able to access all basic functions directly. The explana-
tory screens will not be shown, allowing faster access to the system. Most users
will fall into the Experienced category once they have run the Viewer a few times.
The Help button on each screen gives information specific to that screen as well as
access to the rest of the Help topics.

Expert User
Select Expert With O*NET. . . if you are using O*NET in a professional capacity
and you are familiar with the content of the screens. As an Expert User, you have
access to additional features. Like the Experienced User, the Expert User will not
see explanatory screens as she or he moves within the system. However, some
additional features are available to the Expert User.
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Additional Features for Expert Users

By working at the Expert User level, you will be able to:

� Access the online Data Dictionary to obtain detailed information
about descriptors. The Data Dictionary button appears on the
Activity Menu only when you have selected Expert User.

� Redefine the settings used to present O*NET information. On the
Expert User�s screen, the Settings button replaces the Display
Setting button described below. In the Settings screen, you can
change Descriptor Value Presentation from standardized (0-
100) values to original scale values, and you can change Param-
eters for Occupational Profiles and Skill Searches.

These issues are discussed at length under Parameters later in this chapter.

TIP:
Expert Users. . . should check the bottom of all Help screens for any special
information or discussions for advanced users of the O*NET 98 Viewer.

Display Setting Button

Configuring the Viewer’s Appearance on Your Monitor

The O*NET 98 Viewer can occupy either the entire screen or a window on the
desktop. This window can be resized and moved. Changes you make to this setting
are stored and will be in effect the next time the Viewer is started. The default
setting is a full screen display.

To Change Display Setting

This small menu, reached from the Display Setting button on the Search Menu
or the Activity Menu, toggles the Viewer between a full screen display and a
smaller display set in a window. The window mode can be useful if you would like
to have some other application available to view or use while you are running the
Viewer. This setting is saved and remains in effect the next time the Viewer is
started.
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Effect of Different Monitor Resolutions

Depending upon the setting of your display driver, you may notice small differences
in the effect of your chosen Display Setting at different screen resolutions and font
sizes. (To determine your screen resolution and fonts setting, look at Display in the
Control Panel of your Windows system.)

For some monitor resolution settings, the Display Setting button may have little
effect, because the window display occupies nearly the whole screen.

640x480 Resolution
Little difference will be observed between full screen and window displays.

800x600 Resolution — (Preferred Setting)
The Viewer has been designed to display optimally at this resolution in either
window or full screen mode. (However, if the Large Fonts setting is selected, little
difference will be observed between full screen and window displays.)

Higher Resolutions
The Viewer should operate well in either window or full screen mode.

Please report any display problems to O*NET Technical Support. You will find the
contact information on page one of this User�s Guide.

Expert Level Settings Options

Settings

The Settings button replaces the Display Setting button when the User Level is set
to Expert. The Settings screen available to expert users allows you to do the follow-
ing:

� Change the Screen Display (See . . .Display Setting on preceding
page)

� Change Descriptor Value Presentation (See following page.)

� Change Profile Parameters (See Chapter 20, page 119, Profile
Parameters.)
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� Change Skill Search Parameters (See Chapter 21, p. 121, Skill
Search Parameters.)

Changes made to Screen Display or Descriptor Value Presentation are saved,
remaining in effect the next time the Viewer is started.

Changes made to Skills Search Parameters and Profile Parameters remain in
effect only for the current session.

Parameters

Descriptor Value Presentation

Each descriptor in the O*NET 98 Database is associated with a scale, such as
Importance, Level, and Frequency of activity.

Each scale has a minimum and maximum value.

Importance 1-5

Level 0-7

Frequency 1-4

Because each of these scales covers a different numerical range, a descriptor mean
of 3.0 signifies something different in each scale.

To make reports generated by the Viewer more intuitively understandable to
users, descriptor means have been standardized to a scale ranging from 0 to 100.
This is the default setting for the Data Dictionary, Profile, Skills, and Details.

Expert Users, however, can choose to display means using the original scale value
instead of the standardized values. This value presentation is primarily applicable
to the Data Dictionary, where you can also view scale anchors and understand the
significance of the scale values. Please note that even if you choose original scale
values for the Data Dictionary, Profile and Skills, you will still see standardized
values in the Details screen. The Details screen cannot be changed.

This setting is saved and will be in effect the next time the Viewer is started.
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Understanding Scales

To make sense of the different rankings, you need to understand the significance
of the scale. Many people find it particularly difficult to understand the difference
between Importance and Level. As an example, consider skills. While the same
skill can be important for a variety of occupations, the amount or level of the skill
needed in those occupations can differ dramatically. For example, the skill �speak-
ing� is important for both lawyers and paralegals. However, lawyers (who fre-
quently argue cases before judges and juries) are required to have a High Level of
speaking skill, while paralegals only need an Average Level of this skill. For more
information, see Level of Skill Required Scale (p. 46).

A third scale, Frequency, answers the question, �How often is this activity per-
formed on the job?� for the descriptors of Work Activities and Work Context.

The Work Context, Interests, and Work Values descriptors use several additional
scales. To better understand them, you should work at the expert user level and
use the Data Dictionary.

For a better understanding of all of these issues, researchers, counselors and other
professional users are referred to the Content Model Report and Data Dictionary.
For information on content-related questions, or the availability of these reports,
contact the National O*NET Consortium. See page one of this User�s Guide for
contact information.

Navigating in the O*NET 98 Viewer

Keystroke Shortcuts

Most users will move from screen to screen in the Viewer by clicking on the
buttons on the screen.

If you do not use a mouse, notice the underlined letter in the button caption. Use
the Alt key in combination with that letter.

    Example: A button marked �OK� can be clicked by holding down
the Alt key and typing the �O� key.

If a button does not have an underlined letter, use the Tab key to move from
button to button. Press Enter to select the highlighted button.
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You will find a chart on Keystroke Shortcuts in Chapter 22 (p.123). It includes
specific help for moving through the Report Preview screens.

Moving Through Online Help

Scroll through windows by using the scroll bars at the right or the Arrow keys on
your keyboard. Look for phrases that are underlined and displayed in green:

Example: For more information

These are �hotspots.� Clicking on a hotspot will take you to an additional or
closely-related screen of online Help. To exit a Help screen, click on X or Exit. If
you are using a keyboard, use your Tab key to jump from hotspot to hotspot and
press the Enter key to get to the related Help screen.

Other Hints

Occasionally a button will appear dimmed or �grayed-out.� This means that the
function provided by the button cannot be used at this time.

Enter key will select the default button in most screens. If you are selecting from
a list, pressing the Enter key will make the selection, close the screen, and return
you to the previous screen in which you were working.

Esc (Escape) key or Ctrl+F4 will close most screens. If you are in a screen where
you may make a selection from a list, pressing Esc will have the effect of closing
the screen without making a selection and will return you to the previous screen.
In a screen where there is a Cancel button, pressing Esc will have the same effect
as clicking Cancel.

Toolbar The O*NET 98 Viewer displays a toolbar at the top of the screen at all
times. The toolbar has buttons for the Search and Activity Menus, the two major
parts of the system. Use the toolbar to switch back and forth between major
options on the Search and Activity Menus without losing your selected occupation.

Until an occupation is selected, only the Content Model option is available in the
Activity Menu.

Exit. . . (or pressing Alt+F4) closes the Viewer.

Help. . . (or pressing the F1 key) displays a Help screen appropriate to the screen
you are currently viewing.
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Accessibility Options and Built-in Aids

Windows Accessibility Options

We recommend exploring Accessibility Options in the Control Panel of Windows 95
to enhance your viewing and use of the O*NET 98 Viewer. These options allow you
to reset screen colors and contrast, use sticky keys for shortcuts, employ visual/
sound cues, and control the action of your mouse. As with any application, you will
need to experiment to discover which options work best with the O*NET 98
Viewer and the memory limitations of your own computer. The viewer is usable
with the High Contrast display option if the following steps are followed:

    1) Click �Settings . . .�     2) Select �Black on White�

To uninstall Accessibility Options, uncheck your choices and settings and click the
OK button at the bottom of your screen. (Note: If you have selected Large Fonts, it
may be necessary to scroll down the screen to be able to see this button.)

Built-in Accessibility Aids

All actions are accessible via the keyboard, allowing for the use of foot or breath-
controlled keyboard devices.

Color has been used to aid visibility on desktop and laptop display monitors.

The O*NET toolbar appears at the top of all screens, making it easier to toggle
from menu to menu. The button for the screen in which you are working also
appears in the toolbar.

The Viewer can be set to full screen or a windowed display. Using Windows
Control Panel settings, you can set your monitor to the resolution and screen font
size you prefer.

When the Viewer is set to �New User,� explanatory text automatically appears on-
screen to guide you through your searches. You can switch to �Experienced User�
mode. At any time during a session, you can return to �New User� mode.

The Help button on each screen takes you directly to information related to that
screen. Many Help pages have �hotspot� jumps to other useful information. From
any Help page, you can choose Contents or Index to find answers to questions.
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The formatting and printing of all Reports are fully automated for the printer
defined as your Windows default.

Technical Support and Content Support are available via the World Wide Web.
Please see page one of this User�s Guide.
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Chapter Three:
The Search Menu

� Functions of the Search Menu
� Importance of the Search Menu

Using the Search Menu

The Search Menu is the normal starting point for using the Viewer. You will be
led directly to it from the Welcome screen. The goal of working in the Search Menu
is to identify occupations by their O*NET titles and codes.

The Search Menu offers a variety of ways to locate occupations and to get their
designated O*NET occupational titles and codes. You may do the following:

� Search by Titles/Codes

� Search by Keyword

� Search by Related Occupations

� Search by matches in Crosswalks

� Search by building a list of personal Skills

� Search by reading through Reports and More Information

Each of these options is discussed in a separate chapter.
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Importance of the Search Menu

O*NET has its own naming and numbering system for classifying titles and codes.
This system is based upon the Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) classifi-
cations. To work in the Activity Menu, you need to identify your target occupation
by its actual O*NET title or code. The buttons on the left side of the Search Menu
screen make this process easy and interesting.

To learn more about how O*NET was designed and organized, be sure to read
How O*NET Titles and Codes Were Derived, (p. 26).

You may notice that both the Search Menu and the Activity Menu are available
to you from the toolbar at the top of the Welcome screen. The Activity Menu is the
other main menu of the O*NET 98 Viewer. However, the Activity Menu is largely
disabled until you have selected a specific O*NET occupational title or code in the
Search Menu. Once you have selected an O*NET occupation, the Activity Menu
will automatically open, allowing you to find many kinds of information about your
selected occupation. See Chapter 10, (p. 55) The Activity Menu.

Returning to the Search Menu

You can return to the Search Menu at any time, from any menu, by selecting its
button at the top of your screen.

The Search Menu
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Chapter Four:
Searching by O*NET Titles or Codes

� Titles and Codes Search Options
� Derivation of O*NET Titles and Codes

Overview

Titles/Codes This button takes you on a search of O*NET occupations by title or
classification code. It also offers you a way to search by keywords or phrases
describing the occupation. In addition, you can ask for a list of occupations related
to the occupation that interests you. Titles/Codes offers a wealth of information.
Take time to explore it fully.

What You Can Do

The Titles/Codes screen displays over 1,100 O*NET titles, codes and definitions.
From this screen, you can do the following:

� View the occupation list by occupation title

� View the occupation list by codes

� Type in a particular occupational title or code

� Scroll through the list to select an occupation

� Use keywords to search for titles and text definitions

� View a list of related occupations
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For additional ways to identify an occupation from the Search Menu, select the
Crosswalks or Skills buttons and perform a search from these menus.

How O*NET Titles and Codes Were Derived

The structure of O*NET is based on the Occupational Employment Statistics
(OES) classification system of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. It has been ex-
panded through O*NET research to provide more detailed information on certain
occupations.

Generally, the titles used for O*NET occupations reflect OES titles.

O*NET codes are similar to five-digit OES codes, with more detailed information
on particular occupations indicated by the addition of a sixth alphabetic character.

As the revision of the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) is implemented,
O*NET�s classification structure will evolve to reflect that new system.

For Expert Users. . .
To understand more about the development of O*NET, please read Chapter 18,
(p. 105), O*NET Occupational Units and Analyst Ratings.

How to Search by Title or Code

Select Titles/Codes. The O*NET 98 Occupations Titles & Codes menu opens.
First, make a selection in the View By . . . box located in the right hand corner of
the screen. (The default selection is View By Title.)

When View By Title is selected, O*NET occupational titles are displayed. They
are in alphabetical order. A definition is displayed for the highlighted title. If you
start typing in the Search For . . . box, the list will scroll to match your typing.
This can be a useful tool if you know the first letter or two of an occupational title.

When View By Code is selected, O*NET occupations are listed in O*NET code
order, and their titles are also displayed. If you start typing numbers in the
Search For . . . box, the list will scroll to match the code you type.

As you scroll through or click on the occupational titles, a definition of the high-
lighted occupation is displayed in the text box at the bottom of the screen. Clicking
the View By box at the corner of the screen toggles the display quickly between
Codes or Titles. Codes will show the occupation within its industry group. Titles
will show similarly titled occupations, but these may be in various industries.
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Select will select the highlighted occupation and open the Activity Menu.

Cancel will return you to the Search Menu without changing the currently
selected occupation.

TIP:
Reports button (in the Search Menu) offers a report defining the currently
selected occupation and listing its tasks.

�Able Seamen�
by Title

�Able Seamen�
by Code
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Chapter Five:
Searching by Keyword

� Using Keywords to Search in Titles and Definitions

Overview

Information in O*NET is accessed by searching on a specific O*NET occupational
title or code. A Keyword Search is a quick way to discover the most useful O*NET
titles and codes for the kind of work you have in mind when you don�t know its
formal title.

A Keyword Search will look for an occupation based on a word or phrase describ-
ing it. You simply type a word or phrase in the Search box. For example, if you
wanted to do work that helps preserve the environment, but you didn�t know the
formal titles for those occupations, you could do a keyword search for �environ-
ment.�

How to Perform a Keyword Search

� From the Search Menu, choose Titles/Codes, Keyword Search.

� Type a word, a part of a word, or a phrase in For Keyword

� Click Search.
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By default, the Keyword Search will look at all O*NET occupational titles, and
also at their text definitions.

� To restrict the search to titles only, uncheck Definitions.

� To restrict the search to definitions only, uncheck Titles.

� To create the largest By Titles list, type only part of the keyword.

Examples of a Keyword Search �By Title:�

�Typing �admin� will pick up entries for administrative assistants,
administrators, etc.

� Typing �animal� will pick up nine titles; typing the plural
�animals� will pick up only one title.

When the search is finished, an alphabetical list of occupations is displayed. The
number of occupations found is also noted.

� Scroll and click through this list to display the definition of each
occupation. If you have asked for a search by both title and defini-
tion, you may find your keyword in the text definition of the
occupation, rather than in the title. It can be a word or a part of a
word: a search for �mate� will bring up definitions including
�budget estimates� and �materials.�

Select closes Keyword Search, automatically opens the Activity Menu and places
the highlighted occupation into the Selected Occupation bar. From the Activity
Menu, the Reports button takes you to a Reports menu, where a report of the
Current Occupation and its tasks can be previewed and printed. With the occupa-
tion still selected, this same report can be printed from the Search Menu.

Cancel returns you to Titles/Codes without changing the current selection in that
screen.
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Chapter Six:
Searching by Related Occupations

� Reaching the Related Occupations Screen
� Printing a Report of All Related Occupations
� Explanation for Expert Users

Related Occupations

The Related Occupations screen displays a list of occupations that have simi-
larities to the one you have selected. These similarities could be working condi-
tions, general skill requirements, or other characteristics. This option can be
helpful if you would like to investigate different but related career fields or if you
are an employer looking in other fields for employees with transferable skills.
Once you have found an occupational title similar to the one you seek, Related
Occupations may turn up exactly the occupational title you have in mind.

The lists of related occupations were empirically derived using a mathematical
algorithm comparing the selected occupation to all other O*NET occupations. All
the O*NET Knowledge, Skills, Abilities, Work Context and Generalized Work
Activities variables were used to make these comparisons. The lists of related
occupations were further refined through a rational, multi-stage sensitivity
screening process.

The procedure used for developing Related Occupations is only one of many ways
to use O*NET information for different purposes. For example, the use of O*NET
education variables to compare and associate O*NET occupations may result in
significantly different lists of related occupations.
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Navigating to Related Occupations

Related Occupations is reached by choosing either Titles/Codes from the Search
Menu, or Profile from the Activity Menu. Related Occupations displays titles
and definitions of up to ten occupations that are related to the occupation dis-
played in the title bar.

Two Ways to Search by Related Occupations

� From Search Menu, Titles/Codes . . . you will see a scrollable list
of occupations. You can view their definitions by clicking on each
title that interests you. (A double-click opens the Activity Menu.)
Select one of these related occupations for further exploration. You
can explore through the Activity Menu or by returning to Search
Menu and looking at Crosswalks.

� From Activity Menu, Profile . . . the occupations and definitions
are displayed together.

HINTS:
Report can preview and print ALL the related occupations and their definitions.
Looking at the report on screen is an efficient way to study the related occupations.

Cancel will return you to the Titles and Codes screen.

Select will close your Related Occupations search and automatically place the
occupation you have hightlighted in the display bar in the Titles/Codes screen.

Related Occupations
from Titles/Codes
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Look up Selection will find additional occupations related to an occupation
highlighted in the list. It may be helpful to trace several different related kinds of
work in this manner.
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Chapter Seven:
Searching through Crosswalks

� Looking up Occupations by Title or Code
� Looking up Occupations by Typing a Text Definition

Finding an Occupation by Using Crosswalk Search

If you know an occupational title or code in one of eight other classification
systems (such as Census Occupations), you can use Crosswalk Search to find its
equivalent in the O*NET system. You will find the Crosswalks button on the
Search Menu.

When to Use Crosswalks from the Search Menu

Crosswalks show the relationship of O*NET occupations to titles and codes in
eight other occupational classification systems. Often, an O*NET occupation will
correspond to more than one occupation in another system. In the same way, an
occupation in another system may be matched with more than one O*NET
occupation.

Use Crosswalks from the Search Menu to:

� Look up the O*NET title and code for an occupation whose title or
code you already know from another classification system. O*NET
will present its closest matches, and you can select one of these to
use as the basis for further exploration.

� Search for an occupation whose formal title you don�t know. You do
this by typing in a word, phrase, or part of a word. For example,
you can query Crosswalks for all titles that contain the word
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�computer� to find computer-related occupations, or you could
search for �admin� to pick up titles that include �administrator,�
�administration,� and �administrative.�

How to Conduct a Crosswalks Search

When you open Crosswalks from the Search Menu with no occupation selected
(as would be normal at the very beginning of a session), the title bar will be blank
and Crosswalks will open displaying an alphabetical list of titles from the Dictio-
nary of Occupational Titles (DOT), beginning with occupations under �A.�

1. To conduct your search in a particular crosswalk, select that
classification system from the drop down menu at the top of the
screen. There are eight classification schemes.

� Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
� Standard Occupational Classification System (SOC)
� Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)
� Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE)
� 1990 Census Occupations (CEN)
� Office of Personnel Management Occupations (OPM)
� Military Occupational Codes (MOC)
� Apprenticeship Information Management System (AIMS)

     These are described fully in Chapter 19, (p. 109), More about
Crosswalks.

2. In the Search In . . . option, choose either Codes or Titles.

3. In the For Condition . . . option, indicate whether you wish the
search to find codes or titles that contain the search text or that
start with the search text. Use Starts With for searching for a
known code. Use Contains for searching for titles.

4. In the Search For . . . box, type the text you wish to locate.

5. Click Search.
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TIP:
The text you type can be a whole word, a phrase, or even part of a word. If the
results surprise you, the word may be hidden within them. For example, searching
for �mate� will turn up titles including �ship�s mate, material handler,� etc. Scroll
through the whole list carefully to find your target occupations.
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Chapter Eight:
Searching by Describing Skills

� Overview of Using the Skills Profile Option
� Choosing Skills from a Skill Group for Your List
� Reviewing Your Results Report
� Changing Your Skill List
� Changing the Level of Skill Required

Overview

The Skills option on the Search Menu helps you to create a list of skills and to use
that list to find occupations where those skills are important. The detailed expla-
nation below, as well as Help screens within the menus, will guide you in carefully
building a Skills List and using it to search for occupations. You will discover what
occupations require the skills you have chosen, and also whether there are impor-
tant skills for those occupations that you have not included in your list.

Building a Skills Profile

Skills Search

A Skills Search uses a list of skills you have selected and identifies occupations
where those skills are needed. The results of a Skills Search will also tell you, for
each occupation you explore, if there are any skills needed that you have not put in
your list.

Having the skills to do the job is an important first step for good job performance
and personal satisfaction. For an employer, a skills-based search can help create
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job descriptions and locate workers whose skills are transferable. Such a search is
also recommended for workers seeking to use their current skills in new careers.

Overview of Skill Searching

Building and using a Skills List takes several steps, which are explained in detail
below. First, here is a brief overview.

� Build your Skill List. It is not necessary to choose skills from each
group. You can even concentrate on a single skill or a single group
of skills.

� Review your list, making sure it has the skills you want to use.

� Request your report. You�ll see a list of occupations where the skills
you listed are important.

� Select one of the occupations, then return to the Activity Menu to
investigate further by calling up Profiles and Details.

After identifying O*NET occupations employing the skills you have selected, you
can use the O*NET 98 Viewer to discover a wide range of information about these
occupations, including work activities, knowledge requirements, work environ-
ments, training requirements, and preferred work styles.

Performing a Skills Search

From the Search Menu, choose Skills. The Skills Search screen opens, offering
three options:

� New Search (Choose Skills)

� Review/Change Your List

� Your Results

When this screen first appears, Review/Change Skill List and Your Results
are dimmed. After you have selected skills, these buttons become available.
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Step 1— Choose Skill Areas

When you select New Search from the Skills Search Menu, the Step 1 (Choose
Skills) screen opens.

Here you see descriptions of seven broad skill areas. Each contains skills of a
certain type. O*NET emphasizes these broad areas because they are transferable
across occupations. For example, Social Skills: working with people. . . would be
useful in a number of different work situations.

Click Choose. . . to select a skill area to explore. (You can tab between areas.)

Click OK. . . to continue, after you have worked through all seven skill areas.

Skills Search

Use the Step 1 Menu to explore various types of skills.
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Click Cancel to return to the Skill Search Menu without saving your choices.

TIP:
If you are revising a list of already chosen skills, clicking Cancel will leave your
original selections unchanged.

Step 2 — Choose Skills

When you select a Skill Type to explore, the Choose Skills screen opens, display-
ing all of the skills for that group. The Skill Type title appears at the top of the
screen. Two list boxes appear:

� Skills Available
� Skills in My List

To add a skill . . .

� Highlight the skill, then click Select or press the Enter key or
double-click the skill.

To remove a skill . . .

� Highlight the skill, then click Unselect or press the Enter key or
double-click the skill. It will be restored to Skills Available.

In Step 2, you select specific skills.
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In either box, as you highlight a skill, you will see its definition displayed.

OK saves your choices and takes you back to the Step 1 menu.

As you accumulate your choices, numerals indicating the number of skills you
have chosen from each skill group appear on the left side of those group headings.
When you have worked through all seven groups, click OK to continue to Step 3.

Cancel returns you to the Skills Search Menu without saving.

Step 3 — Review Your Skill List

The Review Skill List screen displays your Skill List organized by group names
and skills within the groups. You can click a skill group or skill name to view the
description in the box below.

Change List . . . returns you to the Skill group menu to revise your list of choices.

Report . . . prints a list of your skills and their definitions.

OK . . . continues the search.

A chance to review your choices
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Step 4 — Preview and Print Your Skills Search Report

The O*NET 98 Viewer calculates your matches and opens Skills Search Re-
sults, an alphabetical listing of occupations for which the skills in your list are
important. The heading tells you how many occupations were found. Scroll
through the list, using the scroll bars or the arrow keys. As you highlight each
occupation, its definition appears in the text box.

You can preview and print two different kinds of reports:

� Report ( Skills Search Results screen) creates a record of the skills
used in your search, and a descriptive list of occupations that
require those skills. It does not describe their skill requirements in
detail. This report is helpful if you want to read over the occupa-
tional definitions before spending more time investigating. It may
be viewed on screen or printed.

� Important Skills for Occupation takes you to the Important
Skills screen, where you can scroll through a listing of skill require-
ments for the highlighted occupation. The first skills listed corre-
spond to those on your Skill List. The report also tells you about
skills important to the occupation that were not on your list.
Finally, if there were skills on your list that are not important for
the occupation, these are listed as well.

   The Report button on the Important Skills for Occupation screen
creates an Occupational Skills Detail Report describing the
occupation, the Importance and Level of each skill required, and a
reminder list of the skills used in your search. The values for both
Importance and Level are printed, along with a Key to Importance
Values.

   You may print the Occupational Skills Detail Report or go back and
look at another occupation in the list.
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A portion of the Important Occupational Skills Detail Report

This screen shows the results of your search. �Important Skills� gives
you more details on a single selected occupation.�Report� prints your
Skill List and definitions of all occupations that need your skills.
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Understanding the Scales

Importance of Skill Scale

This scale answers the question:

�How important is this skill to performance on the job?�

100 Extremely Important

75 Very Important

50 Important

25 Somewhat Important

0 Not Important

Since this is a report requesting Important Skills, the numbers will range from
100 (Extremely Important) down to about 50 (Important). You can see numerically
exactly how important the skill is to the performance of the job. Note: these cutoff
points can be reset by expert users. It can be useful to lower the cutoff value when
searching for occupations where most of the skills are rated below 50 in impor-
tance.

Level of Skill Required Scale

This scale answers the question:

�What level of this skill is needed to perform this job?�

Skill Level refers to the level or amount of a skill that the job duties of an occupa-
tion demand. While the same skill can be important for a variety of occupations,
the amount or level of the skill needed in those occupations can differ rather
dramatically.

For example, �using mathematics to solve problems� is rated as a very important
skill for a wide variety of occupations, including Mail Clerks, Bookkeepers and
Statisticians. However, to perform the job duties of a Statistician requires a skill
level of 90, while a Bookkeeper needs a skill level of 60, and a Mail Clerk needs a
skill level of 33.
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Changing the Skills in Your List

You may wish to change your Skill List if the occupations listed are not satisfac-
tory. Just click Close to return to the Review Skill List menu.

Changing the Level of Skill Required

By default, the Viewer lists occupations requiring at least average amounts
(levels) of the skills you have listed. The report you print will be for occupations at
or above the level that is selected when the report is created. You may wish to
change the level of skill required to see how this alters the number of occupations
listed.

To change the Skill Level, click one of the three choices in the box at the bottom of
the screen. A description of each of the three Skill Level Ranges is presented by
the buttons. The list of occupations will change with your range selection. By
clicking on each in turn, you can quickly review the occupations at each Skill
Level.

Remember, Skill Level answers the question, �What level of this skill is needed to
perform this job?�

� ALL includes occupations where the skills on your Skill List are
considered important, but the level of skill needed to perform the
job may be Low, Average or High. ALL will find the most occupa-
tions.

� AVERAGE includes occupations where the performance level for
the skills on your list must be at least average.

� HIGH includes occupations where the performance level for the
skills on your list must be high. HIGH will find the fewest number
of occupations.
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Step 5 — Using Your Findings

When you are finished looking at your Report, you can do the following:

� Click Select to select a highlighted occupation and open the
Activity Menu

� Click Close to return to the Skills Search Menu to initiate a new
search or change your skills

Note: Your Skill List and search results are saved for the current session. You
may return to the Skill Search at any time and revise your list or return to the
Skill Search Results at any time and select a new occupation from the list.

Hints for Skill Searching
You may always change your mind. The O*NET 98 Viewer will help you modify
and quickly rerun your search.

Use the Help button when you have questions during your search. The Help
screen applies directly to the menu you are working on at the time.

Reports can be displayed on the screen or they can be printed.

For Expert Users. . .
Some interesting occupations require a variety of skills, the most important of
which of which are rated just below �Important� (50). Long-distance truck driving
is an example. To find such occupations, it may be necessary to lower the cutoff
value for both Level and Importance scales. Do this by changing the setting in
Parameters from the Settings button on the Search Menu.
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Chapter Nine:
Searching by Looking at
Lists and Reports

� Overview
� A Review of Ten Reports Available from the Search Menu

This chapter covers information available from two buttons (Reports and More
Information) on the Search Menu.

Overview

Almost all of the information provided in the Viewer may be generated in the form
of formatted, printable reports. Some of these reports are lengthy. Preview them
on screen before printing. A zoom feature allows you to place your cursor on any
section of the report and click to enlarge the area. The following major sets of
reports are available directly from Search Menu.

� Equal Opportunity Guidance Letter No. 4
� Current O*NET Occupation
� All O*NET Occupations by Title
� All O*NET Occupations by Code
� All O*NET Occupations by Title, Code and Definition
� BAT Apprenticeable Occupations
� BLS Employment Projections
� America�s Career Kit
� Unpublished DOT Occupations
� Vendor Enhancements
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Reports

This button allows you to view or print useful lists of information about occupa-
tions. Simply glancing through these lists can inspire your career search.

The Reports screen allows you to choose from four different reports that can be
viewed on the screen or printed:

Current Occupation (Title, Code, Definition and Tasks)

� Defines the occupation you have currently selected in the title bar.
Employers may wish to use this report as a starting point for
composing job descriptions.

All Occupations by Code (Title and Code only)

� Lists all O*NET occupations, sorted in order of code, showing title
and code only. This report is about 30 pages on most printers.

All Occupations by Title (Title and Code only)

� Lists all O*NET occupations, sorted in order of title, showing title
and code only. This report is about 30 pages on most printers.

All Occupations (Title, Code and Definition)

� Lists all O*NET occupations, sorted in order of title, showing title,
code and definition. This report is about 90 pages on most printers.

Preview a report on the screen by clicking Preview, or print it by clicking Print.

Because several of these reports are lengthy, the Viewer displays an approximate
page count and will ask you to confirm that you want to print the report before
sending it to the printer. You may elect to print only certain pages of the report.
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More Information

This button allows you to choose among six different reports that can be viewed on
the screen or printed.

Equal Opportunity Guidance Letter No. 4

� This letter presents guidelines for providing computer-based
services to individuals with disabilities.

BAT Apprenticeable Occupations

� This 46-page report lists occupations officially recognized as
apprenticeable by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

BLS Employment Projections

� This report from the Bureau of Labor Statistics summarizes new
employment projections.

America�s Career Kit

� This report includes information about America�s Job Bank,
America�s Talent Bank, America�s Learning Exchange, and
America�s Career InfoNet.

Unpublished DOT Occupations

� This report lists 23 DOT occupations and their O*NET equiva-
lents, developed since the last publication of the DOT.

Vendor Enhancements

� This report describes examples of products that software develop-
ers may be producing using O*NET data.

You can preview a report on the screen by clicking Preview, or print it by clicking
Print.
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Chapter Ten:
The Activity Menu

� Overview of the Activity Menu

Activity Menu

The Activity Menu allows access to useful information about the occupation you
have selected. To select a different occupation to explore, click on the Search
Menu button at the top of the screen.

The Activity Menu can help you answer questions for any occupation:

� What general experience or education do I need?

� What occupation-specific training and skills do I need?

� What abilities will my prospective employer seek in me?

� What demand is there for workers, and what is the pay?

� What additional training will I need?

The main functions of the Activity Menu are found on the left side of the screen.

Profile gives you a profile or snapshot of the selected occupation. It presents
summary information about the most important characteristics of the occupation.

Details gives you more detailed information about the selected occupation. The
current version of the Viewer includes 483 variables for each occupation, as well as
a list of occupation-specific tasks.
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View Crosswalks shows you how other systems, such as the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, would classify the selected occupation. Viewing Crosswalks
may give you additional career ideas.

Content Model allows you to browse the O*NET Content Model. The Content
Model is a hierarchical structure that organizes information about an occupation.
The Content Model forms the basis for organizing the information presented in the
O*NET 98 Viewer.

Three other functions of the Activity Menu � Set User Level, Reports, and
Display Setting � appear also on the Search Menu. These functions are de-
scribed elsewhere in this User�s Guide. See pp. 11-14 and Chapter 9 (p. 49).

For Expert Users. . .
Data Dictionary This is an additional button on the Activity Menu available to
expert users. It displays complete information about each descriptor, including
name, definition, outline position, variable name, scale, and value (standardized or
original scale). Double-clicking a descriptor produces an even more detailed report.
The Data Dictionary screen also allows you to produce a report of significant
Content Model descriptors for the selected occupation.

The Activity Menu
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Chapter Eleven:
Viewing an Occupational Profile

� Descriptors that Comprise the Profile
� How to View and Print a Profile
� How to View and Print Related Occupations

Profile provides summary information about an O*NET occupation. The sum-
mary information is presented under the six domains of the Content Model. A
seventh button provides information on Related Occupations.

The Profile Menu. �Report� prints information for all seven areas.
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The six domains provide a useful overview of the important aspects of an occupa-
tion. By looking at the information presented in an Occupational Profile, you can
get a better understanding of what it takes to perform the occupation. Only the
most important characteristics are presented under Profile. Additional informa-
tion is available through Details or Data Dictionary.

How to Use Profile

� Click the buttons to view information for each of the six domains of
the Content Model. For example, when you choose Worker Charac-
teristics, you get a report showing the Abilities, Interests, and
Work Values for that occupation.

� Click Report, Print for a printout of all the Profile information for
the occupation selected in the title bar. For most occupations, the
printed Profile is about ten pages long. The report will include

A scroll-down display of Generalized Work Activities from Profile
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Related Occupations (described on the following page and in
Chapter 6, [p. 31]).

Hint:
You can find even more information by using the Details. . . button, discussed in
Chapter 12 of this User�s Guide. (See p. 61.)

For Expert Users...
Information on Experience Requirements also includes Specific Vocational
Preparation (SVP) ranges.

Clicking the Parameters button allows you to change Profile Parameters.

Any changes you make here will remain in effect for the current session only.

Defaults are restored when the Viewer is started again.

Information in addition to that in Profile is available to expert users
through the Data Dictionary. The Data Dictionary button appears to
the expert user when an occupation is selected in the Activity Menu.
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Related Occupations reached from Search Menu, Titles/Codes
shows up to ten other occupational titles where the work, skills or
requirements are similar to the selected occupation.

Related Occupations

At the bottom of the Occupational Profile menu, you will see a seventh button,
Related Occupations. Click it to view up to ten occupations that have charac-
teristics similar to the occupation you are exploring. This information can help
you expand your career exploration by identifying occupations that may require
similar or transferable skills. These occupations may even be in a different
industry, but their characteristics are similar. Read Chapter 6, (p. 31) for more
information about searching by related occupations.
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Chapter Twelve:
Looking at Details for an Occupation

� Getting More Information by Using the Details Option
� Printing Reports from the Detail Option
� Other Useful Reports Available Elsewhere in the Viewer

Overview of Details for Occupation

While Profile gives you a view of an occupation�s sub-domains, the Details for
Occupation screen allows you to view 483 variables for each O*NET occupational
title. This information is organized in terms of the following:

Knowledge
Organized sets of principles and facts applying in general domains

Skills
Developed capacities that facilitate learning, or the more rapid acquisition of
knowledge, and that facilitate performance of activities that occur across jobs

Abilities
Enduring attributes of the individual that influence performance

Work Activities
General types of job behaviors occurring on multiple jobs

Work Context
Physical and social factors that influence the nature of work

Tasks
Occupation-specific tasks
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Interests
Preferences for work environments

Work Values
Importance of particular aspects of work

How to Navigate to Details for Occupation

� Clicking Details on the Activity Menu takes you to the Details
for Occupation Menu, which displays a choice of eight informa-
tion buttons. Seven of these buttons offer lists of descriptors;
Tasks offers a list of occupation-specific Tasks.

� The title bar reminds you of the occupation selected. Click one of
the buttons to open the Details: nnn (group descriptor) menu.

� The Details: nnn menu shows you a list of descriptive words or
phrases. These descriptors are ranked numerically. If more than
one scale is used, a small box to the right of the list of descriptors
tells you which scale is currently displayed. As you toggle between
these scales, you probably will see the descriptors rearranged on
the screen; their numerical values are also displayed and will
change with the scale. By default, the most important descriptor

The Details for Occupation Menu
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is listed first. By scrolling down the list, you can read some text
about each descriptor in the list.

You have the option to change the scale being presented. For example, rather than
knowing how important a descriptor like being exposed to bright light is, you
might be more interested in the frequency with which the exposure occurs.

Please Note. . .

Work Context descriptors are displayed somewhat differently from the others.
These descriptors are arranged by descending order of value without regard to
scale.

Details: nnn Menu, reached from the opening Details Menu, here shows
Abilities descriptors ranked by importance or level.

The Data

Dictionary

provides more

descriptor

information for

expert users.

To see more detail, double-click

each descriptor in turn.

To toggle between

various ranking

parameters, use

this box. The

decriptors will be

rearranged and

different values

will appear.
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How Rankings Are Presented in Details

This screen displays one or more bar graphs showing the descriptor values for the
element you selected in one of the Details areas.

Descriptors of: Ranked by:

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Importance and Level

Work Activities Importance, Level, and Frequency

Work Context, Interests, Work Values Varies with descriptor

See Understanding Scales (p. 16) for more information on rankings.

Viewing Details

The easiest way to navigate Details is to select and double-click on a highlighted
descriptor in the Details: nnn menu, where you can view a screen about the
descriptor and press the option for Detailed Report. The chart in the Detailed
Report typically has both a graph and narrative text. You may print this chart.
Looking at the Detailed Report on screen is your best way to understand quickly
the significance of this descriptor to the occupation. Once you have viewed a few
descriptors in this manner, go back and change the manner in which they are
ranked and observe the differences. The ability to change the method of ranking
in Details helps you retrieve the information in the most useful format.

Each report in Details covers only the highlighted descriptor. There is no way to
print out the entire list of descriptors and their numerical values. If you would

A Descriptor Screen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .and its Detailed Report
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like a printed listing of all descriptors, described by scale and ranked by value, use
the Data Dictionary option available to expert users.

Additional Useful Reports

If you are using the Viewer for career exploration, you may find it useful to print
the additional report available under Profile. This Occupational Profile
Report, available from the Activity Menu, Profile screen, furnishes you with a
written summary and definitions for the important Abilities, Interests, Work
Values, Skills, and Knowledge required. It also gives you examples of Instructional
Programs, Related Occupations, the Job Zone, Generalized Work Activities you
could expect on the job, Tasks you would typically perform, and Employment
Outlook and Earnings.

Another Detailed Report from the Abilities button. Notice that the
graph is labeled with text to help explain the significance of the scores.
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After studying this Occupational Profile, you can return to Details to understand
exactly how important a specific ability is, or how much of a certain skill you might
need.

For Expert Users. . .

Data Dictionary

A button allowing you to access the Data Dictionary appears on your Details
menu screen. The Data Dictionary contains more detailed information, offering
additional ways to gauge the significance of descriptors for an occupation, beyond
what is found in Profile and Details.

Expert users are advised to use the Data Dictionary rather than the Details
screen. The Data Dictionary gives a more complete definition of each element. Set
the Viewer to Expert User level, and Activity Menu will display the Data Dictio-
nary button, which will take you directly to the appropriate screen.

Please read Chapter 17 (p. 101), Data Dictionary.
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Chapter Thirteen:
View Crosswalks

Viewing Crosswalks from the Activity Menu

View Crosswalks shows the relationship of O*NET occupations to other occupa-
tional classification systems. From this screen, you can view matches for your
selected occupation in eight classification schemes. You can also print a report
showing all matches for the currently selected occupation. Often, you will find an
O*NET occupation corresponds to more than one occupation in another system.
An occupation in another system can correspond to more than one O*NET occupa-
tion as well.

The View Crosswalks screen opens showing the occupation you have selected
entered in the title bar by its O*NET title and code. By default, the crosswalk
opens with matching occupations from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
displayed. To see matches from other classification schemes, use the drop-down
list at the top of the screen. The O*NET title and code remain in the title bar as
you do so. You can select from eight systems; some systems may offer no matches,
but most will offer several.

� Apprenticeship Information Management System (AIMS)
� 1990 Census Occupations (CEN)
� Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)
� Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
� Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE)
� Military Occupational Codes (MOC)
� Office of Personnel Management Occupations (OPM)
� Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
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TIP:
Use Report to quickly display and print corresponding occupations for your
O*NET occupation from ALL eight crosswalks. This report can provide avenues
for further exploration. Crosswalks are described fully in Chapter 19 (p. 109), More
about Crosswalks.
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Chapter Fourteen:
What is O*NET?

� Overview
� O*NET Products
� The Content Model

O*NET, the Occupational Information Network, is the nation�s new primary
source of occupational information. O*NET gives Americans the tools needed to
participate fully and actively in a rapidly changing world of work. It offers:

� Information about what skills are in demand

� Information to help transfer workers with proven skills to new
careers

� Information on employment levels, occupational outlook, and
wages

O*NET is a comprehensive database system that collects, organizes, describes and
disseminates data on occupational characteristics and worker attributes. O*NET
uses advanced technology to define the key elements of an occupation: descriptions
of the worker and requirements of the work. Currently, there are over 1,100
occupations listed in O*NET, each with a unique title and code, and each electroni-
cally linked through O*NET to the eight major existing job classification systems.

Designed, developed and tested by scientific and technical experts under the
leadership of the U.S. Department of Labor, O*NET is a collaborative effort to
move beyond the sixty-year-old structure of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(DOT).
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O*NET 98 Products

O*NET 98 includes a suite of products using or linked to the O*NET Database and
Content Model:

� The O*NET 98 Viewer, providing access to information on over
1,100 O*NET occupations. This is the software described in this
User�s Guide.

� The O*NET 98 Viewer User�s Guide you are reading now.

� The core Database containing analyst-derived data on specific parts
of the Content Model.

� A Data Dictionary providing the definition, description, and
location of variables within the O*NET Database.

O*NET 98 products will help employers, workers, educators, and students use
O*NET information to make informed decisions about education, training, careers,
and work.

The O*NET 98 Content Model

The Six Domains of the Content Model

� Worker Characteristics

� Worker Requirements

� Experience Requirements

� Occupation Requirements

� Occupation Specific Information

� Occupation Characteristics

By using comprehensive terms to incorporate occupational definitions across all
sectors of the economy, the O*NET structure standardizes the way that occupa-
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tional information is defined and described. The data in O*NET form a common
ground of understanding on which public and private work force initiatives can
work together. O*NET is a communication link to help integrate learning, train-
ing, and work.

A technical report, �Development of Prototype Occupational Information Network
(O*NET) Content Model� is available from the National O*NET Consortium.

Please see page one of this User�s Guide for full contact information.

From Activity Menu, a clickable diagram of the Content Model can be used
to explore the organization of information under each of the six domains.
The example here was opened from the Occupational Requirements domain.
The Outline Position number refers to the location of the highlighed ele-
ment within the hierarchical structure of the Content Model.
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Chapter Fifteen:
Job Zones

� Definitions of the Five Job Zones

Job Zones were developed for users of O*NET 98 to help them transition from the
DOT�s measures of Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP) to O*NET�s measures of
experience, education, and job training. Job Zone information is provided in the
Occupational Profile.

A Job Zone represents a group of occupations that are similar in terms of the
following:

� how most people get into the job,

� how much overall experience people need to do the job,

� how much education people need to do the job, and

� how much on-the-job training people need to do the job.

Occupations within a Job Zone require similar amounts of preparation.

Job Zone 1 � occupations that need Little or No preparation

Job Zone 2 � occupations that need Some preparation

Job Zone 3 � occupations that need Medium preparation

Job Zone 4 � occupations that need Considerable preparation

Job Zone 5 � occupations that need Extensive preparation
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Job Zone Definitions

Job Zone 1: Little or No Preparation Needed

Overall Experience � No previous work-related skill, knowledge, or experience
is needed for these occupations. For example, a person can become a general office
clerk even if he/she has never worked in an office before.

Education � These occupations may require a high school diploma or GED
certificate. Some may require a formal training course to obtain a license.

Job Training � Employees in these occupations need anywhere from a few days
to a few months of training. Usually, an experienced worker could show such an
employee how to do the job.

Examples � These occupations involve following instructions and helping others.
Examples include bus drivers, forest and conservation workers, general office clerks,
home health aides, and waiters/waitresses.

SVP Range � Below 4.0

Job Zone 2: Some Preparation Needed

Overall Experience � Some previous work-related skill, knowledge, or experi-
ence may be helpful in these occupations, but usually is not needed. For example,
a drywall installer might benefit from experience installing drywall, but an
inexperienced person could still learn to be an installer with little difficulty.

Education � These occupations usually require a high school diploma and may
require some vocational training or job-related course work. In some cases, an
associate�s or bachelor�s degree could be needed.

Job Training � Employees in these occupations need anywhere from a few
months to one year of working with experienced employees.

Examples � These occupations often involve using knowledge and skills to help
others. Examples include drywall installers, fire inspectors, flight attendants,
pharmacy technicians, salespersons (retail), and tellers.

SVP Range � 4.0 to < 6.0
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Job Zone 3: Medium Preparation Needed

Overall Experience -� Previous work-related skill, knowledge, or experience is
required for these occupations. For example, an electrician must have completed
three or four years of apprenticeship or several years of vocational training and
often must have passed a licensing exam in order to perform the job.

Education � Most occupations in this zone require training in vocational schools,
related on-the-job experience, or an associate�s degree. Some may require a
bachelor�s degree.

Job Training � Employees in these occupations usually need one or two years of
training involving both on-the-job experience and informal training with experi-
enced workers.

Examples � These occupations usually involve using communication and
organizational skills to coordinate, supervise, manage, or train others to accom-
plish goals. Examples include dental assistants, electricians, fish and game war-
dens, legal secretaries, personnel recruiters, and recreation workers.

SVP Range � 6.0 to < 7.0

Job Zone 4: Considerable Preparation Needed

Overall Experience � A minimum of two to four years of work-related skill,
knowledge, or experience is needed for these occupations. For example, an accoun-
tant must complete four years of college and work for several years in accounting
to be considered qualified.

Education � Most of these occupations require a four-year bachelor�s degree, but
some do not.

Job Training � Employees in these occupations usually need several years of
work-related experience, on-the-job training, and/or vocational training.

Examples �Many of these occupations involve coordinating, supervising, manag-
ing, or training others. Examples include accountants, chefs and head cooks,
computer programmers, historians, pharmacists, and police detectives.

SVP Range � 7.0 to < 8.0
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Job Zone 5: Extensive Preparation Needed

Overall Experience � Extensive skill, knowledge, and experience are needed for
these occupations. Many require more than five years of experience. For example,
surgeons must complete four years of college and an additional five to seven years
of specialized medical training to be able to do their job.

Education � A bachelor�s degree is the minimum formal education required for
these occupations. However, many also require graduate school. For example, they
may require a master�s degree, and some require a Ph.D., M.D., or J.D. (law
degree).

Job Training � Employees may need some on-the-job training, but most of these
occupations assume that the person will already have the required skills, knowl-
edge, work-related experience, and/or training.

Examples � These occupations often involve coordinating, training, supervising,
or managing the activities of others to accomplish goals. Very advanced communi-
cation and organizational skills are required. Examples include athletic trainers,
lawyers, managing editors, physicists, social psychologists, and surgeons.

SVP Range � 8.0 and above

A detailed technical report on the development of Job Zones, �Stratifying Occupa-
tional Units by Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP),� is provided in the O*NET
Data Dictionary. Contact the National O*NET Consortium for information on the
availablility of this report. See page one of this User�s Guide for contact informa-
tion.
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 Chapter Sixteen:
 Samples of Reports

There are a number of reports available in the O*NET 98 Viewer. To give you an
overview, a portion of the initial page of each type of report is reproduced here.
You may wish to print out each of these reports to familiarize yourself with the
functioning of the O*NET 98 Viewer. All reports can be previewed on screen.

�All Occupations by Codes� from Search Menu, Reports
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�All Occupations by Titles� from Search Menu, Reports

�Current Occupation� from Search Menu, Reports defines the selected occupation and

lists tasks.
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�All Occupations by Title, Code & Definition� from Search Menu, Reports
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�Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment Projections� from Search Menu, More Information

�Vendor Enhancements Report� from Search Menu, More Information
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�Unpublished Dictionary of Occupational Titles Occupations� from Search Menu, More Informa-
tion shows unpublished DOT codes/titles and their related O*NET OU codes/titles.
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�Bureau of Apprenticeship & Training report on BAT Apprenticeable Occupations,�

from Search Menu, More Information shows each occupation�s minimum term of

apprenticeship in hours.
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�Related Occupations� from Search Menu, Titles/Codes, Related Occupations [with

Wine Stewards selected], Report displays occupations related to the selected OU.
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�Occupational Profile� from Search Menu, Titles/Codes, Profile, Report gives you a

multi-page look at any selected occupation. The two excerpts on this page show Worker

Characteristics and the Occupational Outlook for Personnel Recruiters.
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Three more pages from

the Profile Report
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�Worker Requirements� is also part of the Profile Report.
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�Generalized

Work Activities�

and �Job Zone�

information

complete the

Profile Report.
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�Skills Search � Skill Selection List� from Search Menu,

Skills, [build a skill list], Review Skill List, Report

�Skills Search Results� from Search Menu, Skills [build a skill list], [run the search].

Report prints out definitions of occupations that match the user�s Skill Selection List.
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�Occupational Skills Detail Report� from Search Menu, Skills [build a skill list], [run

the search], Important Skills for Occupation, Report. This illustration shows a portion

of the detail about a single selected occupation [Civil Engineers]. Note that this report

quantifies the Importance of the four skills on the searcher�s list. The Detail Report also

points out what additional skills are important. Three of these additional skills

actually require High levels of ability. Compare this report with the following one.
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Another �Occupational Skills Detail Report,� this one for Construction and Building

Inspectors. Contrast this report with the previous one using the same Skills List. The

values for Importance are slightly lower for the four skills in the Selection List.

However, the Importance of some skills not included in the search is quite significant to

potential job success, even though only Average levels of those skills are required.
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�Crosswalks� from Activity Menu, View Crosswalks, [select a specific occupation],

Report. No matter what Crosswalk is being visually inspected, Report prints the

complete list of matches from all classification schemes. Please note: this Crosswalks

report is not available when Crosswalks is used from the Search Menu.
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Details: Work Activities screen, from Search Menu, Titles/Codes [Personnel Recruiters

selected], Details, Work Activities. Double-clicking any highlighted descriptor takes you

to a screen where �Report� prints the simplified Graph Report shown below.
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From the Graph Report screen discussed on the previous page, pressing �Detailed

Report� will produce a multi-page report showing detailed information on each

descriptor. (A similar report is available from Data Dictionary, and is discussed on the

following pages. The Data Dictionary is accessible at the Expert User level.)
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Here is a typical screen from the Data Dictionary option available to Expert Users.

When a highlighted descriptor is double-clicked, the �Individual Descriptor Detail

Report� shown here is produced. Data Dictionary Detail Reports show both standard-

ized (1-100) variable values and the value on each question�s original scale.
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From the Data Dictionary screen shown on the previous page, the Viewer opens to a

screen where Report can print a full list of �Significant Content Model Descriptors� for

the selected occupation [Personnel Recruiters]. With the report threshold value set at

50, only descriptors rated 50 and above will be printed. The on-screen Data Dictionary

display shows all descriptors for the selected occupation.
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Content Model screen, from Activity Menu, Content Model, Worker Characteristics, with

�Expand All� option chosen reveals the hierarchical structure of the data in O*NET. As

yet, the Content Model does not offer printed reports, but it will help you understand the

way O*NET data is organized. Outline Position refers to the level in the Data Dictio-

nary. To understand the Data Dictionary, you may wish to read the Content Model

Report and look at the printed Data Dictionary. Contact the National O*NET Consor-

tium for information on availability of these reports. Please see page one of this User�s

Guide for contact information.
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Chapter Seventeen:
Data Dictionary

� How the Data Dictionary Is Organized

The Data Dictionary is intended for technical users only, as the information
presented is quite technical in nature. Using the Data Dictionary available from
the Activity Menu, you can see complete detail for each of 483 variables (or
�elements�) whose data is included in the current version of the database.

The descriptors are grouped at Level 3 of the Content Model hierarchy. This level
was chosen as a reasonably-sized grouping of a set of descriptors. Within each
group, the descriptors are presented in descending order of mean value for the
selected occupation.

I.  Level One � Domains   �Worker Characteristics, etc.�

I.A.     Level Two � Sub-Domains  �Abilities, Interests, Work Values, etc.�

I.A.1.          Level Three � Descriptor Categories  �Cognitive Abilities, etc.�

The Data Dictionary opens with Cognitive Abilities (outline position I.A.1). You
can select a different Level 3 descriptor category by clicking the drop-down Level 3
Element list. This list is presented in Content Model outline position order. You
can change to alphabetical order by checking the �Alphabetical Order...� checkbox.

The box below the Level 3 descriptor selection displays the selection�s text defini-
tion.

The list box in the center of the screen shows each descriptor�s Content Model
outline position, the descriptor element name, the variable name, the scale name,
and the mean value for the selected occupation.
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Here is a typical screen from the Data Dictionary option available to Expert Users.

When a highlighted descriptor is double-clicked, the �Individual Descriptor Detail

Report� shown here is produced. Data Dictionary Detail Reports show both standard-

ized (1-100) variable values and the value on each question�s original scale.
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From the Data Dictionary screen shown on the previous page, the Viewer opens to a

screen where Report can print a full list of �Significant Content Model Descriptors� for

the selected occupation [Personnel Recruiters]. With the report threshold value set at 50,

only descriptors rated 50 and above will be printed. The on-screen Data Dictionary

display shows all descriptors for the selected occupation.
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By default, values are presented in standardized (0-100) format. In either the
Search or Activity Menus, you can use the Settings dialog box to switch to Original
Scales if desired. With original scales, each scale may have a different range. For
example, Importance ranges from one to five, while Level ranges from zero to
seven. Thus, a value of 50 would be displayed as 3.0 for an Importance descriptor,
while it would be displayed as 3.5 for a Level descriptor.

Within each category the descriptors are displayed in descending order of  values
for the selected occupation. If you are using Original Scales, it may appear the
descriptors are missorted because the sort order is determined by the standardized
scales.

To really make sense of scale values, it is essential to view the scale anchors
(descriptions of the significance of certain numeric values on the scale). To do this
you can double-click a descriptor in the list box to view the Data Dictionary
Report. This report closely parallels the printed Data Dictionary that describes the
O*NET Database and the Content Model.

The Data Dictionary Report shows the following information. For more informa-
tion about the meaning of these items see the printed Data Dictionary. See page
one of this User�s Guide for contact information.

Descriptor Element Name and Definition

Full Content Model Descent

Variable Name

Scale Name

Scale Range

Question Code

Question

In addition, the selected code and title are printed, as well as a graph showing the
descriptor mean on an anchored scale with complete labels.

Report. . . will display a report of �Significant Content Model Descriptors� for the
selected occupation.

The threshold for including descriptors in this report is set by the �Minimum
Descriptor Value to Report� control. Setting this value to zero will produce a report
with all 483 variables listed.
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Chapter Eighteen:
O*NET Occupational Units
and Analyst Ratings

� How O*NET Data Were Developed

The O*NET Team conducted research to develop data for use in the O*NET
Database. This project had three major tasks:

� Development of Occupational Units (OUs)

� Development of Task Statements for each OU

� Development of Ratings of the OUs for selected domains in the
O*NET Content Model

Development of Occupational Units

To create O*NET Occupational Units (OU), the linkages between Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT) occupations and (Occupational Employment Statistics
(OES) occupations in the National Occupational Information Coordinating Com-
mittee (NOICC) Crosswalk were analyzed.

The first step in this process was to create clusters of DOT occupations that
showed similar profiles when analysts examined quantitative variables from the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Revised Fourth Edition, 1991. Quantitative
variables for Worker Function, Aptitude, General Educational Development and
Specific Vocational Preparation were used to cluster DOT occupations by skill
level.
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These clusters of DOT occupations were then examined for the following:

� Belongingness � the degree to which work activities of the DOT
occupation matched the work activities described in the OES

� Homogeneity � the degree of skill transferability between occupa-
tions within each occupational cluster

Skill transferability among DOT occupations within a cluster was measured by
estimating the retraining time required from each of the DOT occupations to a
single DOT occupation that most closely matched the OES definition. Analysts
defined �retraining� as the amount of time required by a worker in one DOT
occupation to acquire the additional occupation-specific knowledge and skills for
proficient performance in another DOT occupation. Analysts used DOT task data
and Occupational Outlook Handbook information to identify the skills and knowl-
edge required.

DOT occupations that did not match the OES definition were reassigned to the
appropriate OES category. The DOT occupations within an OES occupation were
then re-clustered as needed to reflect similar retraining times.

If this process determined that the OES occupations were homogeneous, the 1995
OES five-digit code, title, and definition were adopted as the occupational unit
(OU) code, title, and definition.

If this process resulted in DOT occupations being subclustered into two or more
OUs, then each OU was assigned the original OES five-digit code plus a unique
letter added at the end to create a six-character OU code (i.e., five digits and one
letter).

For example, OES occupation 15005 is Education Administrators. The DOT
occupations originally linked to this OES occupation were organized into two
subclusters. Two OUs, with six-character codes, were created: 15005A College and
University Administrators and 15005B Educational Program Directors. The titles
and definitions of these OUs were created to be consistent with the original OES
titles and definitions. Some of these subclusters were later adopted by the Stan-
dard Occupational Classification (SOC) Revision Committee and, in some cases,
the titles and definitions were modified for use in the new SOC. In these instances,
the revised SOC titles and definitions were adopted for use in O*NET. Fifty OUs
(called residuals) were created to account for occupations that cannot be classified
as one of the 1,100 occupations in the Viewer. These occupations all have titles
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that start with �All Other. . .� For example, All Other Social Scientists. These
occupations do not appear in the Viewer because no data have been collected yet
about these occupations.

Development of Task Statements

The DOT definitions within the DOT Database were disaggregated into individual
task statements linked to DOT codes.

These extracted DOT task statements were then re-aggregated into the newly
created OUs. To condense the task list and eliminate duplicate statements,
analysts reviewed and combined task statements within OUs that had nearly the
same meaning. This resulted in a list of 10 to 20 task statements associated with
each OU.

Development of Ratings of the OUs

This section discusses the development of ratings of the OUs for selected domains
in the O*NET Content Model.

Ratings on Content Model Categories

Occupational Analysts and Industrial/Organizational Psychology graduate
students were trained to rate the OUs on selected O*NET questionnaires using
the OU task lists. The sub-domains covered by these questionnaires included
Basic and Cross-Functional Skills, Generalized Work Activities (GWAs), Abilities,
Knowledge, and Work Context. For the purposes of collecting analyst ratings, the
following modifications were made to the O*NET questionnaires.

� The Job Entry Requirement scale was eliminated from the Basic
and Cross-Functional Skills questionnaire.

� The Frequency scale used in the GWAs and Work Context ques-
tionnaires was changed from a seven-point absolute scale ranging
from �once per year or less� to �hourly or more often� to a four-point
relative scale ranging from �almost never� to �always.�

� Some items in the Work Context questionnaire were altered and/or
eliminated.
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Each OU was rated independently on Skills, GWAs, Abilities, Knowledge and
Work Context by five raters to minimize the effects of rater error. Each rater rated
a set of 125 OUs on a single O*NET questionnaire during a rating cycle. Over
1,100 OUs were rated for the six Content Model domains.

Reliability of Ratings

The table below shows the average reliability across five raters for the scales in
the sub-domain.

Sub-Domain Scale           Average Reliability

Abilities Level .74
Importance .71

GWAs Level .88
Importance .85
Frequency .81

Knowledge Level .83
Importance .83

Skills Level .87
Importance .84

Work Context Various .74
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Chapter Nineteen:
More about Crosswalks

� Information about the Classification Schemes Referenced by
Crosswalks

The O*NET Database identifies jobs by both occupational code and title. These
identifiers are based on the Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) classifica-
tion codes, titles, and definitions. Occupation List displays all the Occupational
Codes and Titles contained in the O*NET Database.

Using the O*NET 98 Viewer, you can cross-reference any O*NET occupational
code or title to codes and titles in eight additional occupational classification
schemes.

� Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
� Standard Occupational Classification System (SOC)
� Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)
� Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE)
� 1990 Census Occupations (CEN)
� Office of Personnel Management Occupations (OPM)
� Military Occupational Codes (MOC)
� Apprenticeship Information Management System (AIMS)

Using View Crosswalks (from the Activity Menu), you can search for an occupation
within one of these other classification systems by using its O*NET title or code.
The Viewer will show you the occupation�s title and code in the other system.
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Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) is a compendium or dictionary of
occupational titles in common usage in U.S. markets. It comprehensively identifies
and defines virtually all civilian-sector occupations. The Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles is one of the fundamental tools of all career guidance counselors
involved in assisting individuals to make occupational choices.

Though originally developed in 1939 by the U.S. Department of Labor to help its
own staff match workers with jobs and to assist in providing occupational guidance
in local Employment Service offices, the DOT now is used throughout the civilian
sector.

Each occupation in the DOT is described by a nine-digit code.

� The first three digits sort occupations into occupational categories,
divisions, and groups.

� The second three refer to the rated level of complexity of the
occupation in relation to data, people, and things, respectively.

� The third group of digits provides a unique suffix for every occupa-
tion.

Each occupation has a base title (primary title) and may have alternative titles.
This crosswalk includes only the base title corresponding to each DOT code.

For more information on the DOT, refer to:

U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration.
1991 Dictionary of Occupational Titles (Fourth ed., Revised,Vols. 1-2). Washington,
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office.

Standard Occupational Classification System (SOC)

The SOC Crosswalk cross-references the O*NET occupational codes and titles
with the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) codes and titles. The NOICC
Crosswalk describes the SOC in this manner:

The Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) provides
a mechanism for cross-referencing and aggregating
occupation-related data collected by social and economic
statistics reporting programs. The system is designed to
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maximize the analytical utility of statistics on labor force,
employment, income and other occupational data collected
for a variety of purposes by various agencies, professional
associations, labor unions and private research organiza-
tions.

The classification covers all occupations in which work is
performed for pay or profit, including work performed in
family-operated enterprises where direct pay may not be
made to family members. The SOC provides a coding
system and nomenclature for identifying and classifying
occupations with a framework suitable for use in and out
of government. It has been adopted by NOICC as a
standard classification system.

For more information on the SOC, refer to:

U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards.
(1980). Standard Occupational Classification Manual. Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office.

For more information about the NOICC Master Crosswalk, Version 4.3 and its
incorporation of the SOC codes and titles, refer to:

National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) Master
Crosswalk (Version 4.3) [Electronic Database]. (1996). Des Moines, IA: National
Crosswalk Service Center.

Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)

This Crosswalk cross-references the O*NET occupational codes and titles with the
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) codes and titles. The NOICC
crosswalk provides the following description of the CIP:

The Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP),
published in 1981 and revised in 1985 and 1990, is the
U.S. Department of Education�s standard for federal
surveys and state reporting of institutional data, including
program offerings, enrollments and completions.

CIP is built on a three-level hierarchical system. It
consists of six digits that permit aggregation of comparable
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programs at varying levels of detail, from the broad two-
digit program category level�through an intermediate
four-digit level�to the most detailed six-digit program
level.

CIP was designed to be exhaustive and to avoid duplica-
tion among the categories. In cases where a program has
historically been classified in either of two places, a cross-
reference has been provided from one two-digit grouping to
another. In these cases the program will appear in two
different areas. However, all program titles will have a
single unique code derived from a single area.

For more information on the CIP, refer to:

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics. (1991). A
Classification of Instructional Programs, 1990 Edition. Washington: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office.

For more information about the NOICC Master Crosswalk, Version 4.3 and its
incorporation of the CIP codes and titles, refer to:

National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) Master
Crosswalk (Version 4.3) [Electronic Database]. (1996). Des Moines, IA: National
Crosswalk Service Center.

Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE)

This Crosswalk cross-references the O*NET occupational codes and titles with the
GOE codes. The NOICC crosswalk provides the following description of the GOE:

The Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE) published
in 1979, with a second edition published in 1984, organizes
occupations on the basis of interest areas, work groups and
subgroups. Descriptive information is provided for each
work group but not subgroups, which are composed simply
of lists of DOT codes. The GOE is intended for use both by
vocational counselors and by individuals themselves to
assist with career and occupational exploration.
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For more information on the GOE, refer to:

Harrington, T. F., & O�Shea A. J. (1984). Guide for Occupational Exploration (2nd
Ed.). National Forum Foundation.

U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration. (1979).
Guide for Occupational Exploration. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office. This report is out of print, but may be available from private developers/
vendors of occupational information.

For more information about the NOICC Master Crosswalk, Version 4.3, refer to:

National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) Master
Crosswalk (Version 4.3) [Electronic Database]. (1996). Des Moines, IA: National
Crosswalk Service Center.

1990 Census Occupations (CEN)

This Crosswalk cross-references the O*NET occupational codes and titles with the
1990 Census codes and titles. The NOICC crosswalk provides the following
description of the 1990 Census:

The Census of Population is a complete count for the
population of the United States and its territories that has
been taken every ten years since 1790. Recent Censuses
have collected characteristics such as age, sex and race for
100 percent of the population and more detailed informa-
tion from a sample of the population.

The 1990 Census of Population used two questionnaires.
Industry, occupation and class of worker questions were
contained in the long form distributed to a sample of all
households. The responses were classified into 236 indus-
trial categories and 501 occupational categories. The 1990
occupational categories were developed from the Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC) system.

For more information on the 1990 Census, refer to:

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census. (1992). 1990 Census of Popula-
tion Alphabetical Index of Industries and Occupations. Washington, DC: U.S.
Government Printing Office.
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For more information about the NOICC Master Crosswalk, Version 4.3 and its
incorporation of the 1990 Census codes and titles, refer to:

National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) Master
Crosswalk (Version 4.3) [Electronic Database]. (1996). Des Moines, IA: National
Crosswalk Service Center.

Office of Personnel Management Occupations (OPM)

This Crosswalk cross-references the O*NET occupational codes and titles with the
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) codes and titles. This crosswalk was
designed primarily for OPM�s internal use.

Apprenticeship Information Management System (AIMS)

This Crosswalk cross-references the O*NET occupational codes and titles with
occupations officially recognized as apprenticeable by the Bureau of Apprentice-
ship and Training (BAT), Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor. You can print out the full report of BAT Apprenticeable Occupa-
tions linked to O*NET occupations by accessing the �More Information� button on
the Search Menu of the O*NET 98 Viewer.

For more information on apprenticeship training, contact:

U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, 200 Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, DC
20210.
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Military Occupational Codes (MOC)

This Crosswalk cross-references the O*NET occupational codes and titles with the
Military Occupational Codes (MOC) and titles. Because each service branch uses a
different coding system, a military occupation is identified by four fields rather
than by a single code:

MOC Military Occupational Code. This code may be taken
from any of the occupational coding systems used by the
military. It may be an Army or Marine Corps Military
Occupational Specialty (MOS) Code, a Navy or Coast
Guard Rating, a Navy Enlisted Classification (NEC)
Code, an Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC) etc.

Service Branch A Army

C Coast Guard

F Air Force

M Marine Corps

N Navy

Enlisted/Officer (EO) Code

E Enlisted

O Commissioned Officer

W Warrant Officer

Skill Level/Pay Grade Range

When there is no occupational distinction in O*NET
terms between skill levels or pay grades, the level or
grade may be coded as a range (for example, 1-5).
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Example #1:

When you use the Crosswalks function available from Search Menu or the Activity
Menu to look in the MOC Crosswalk for O*NET occupation 55338A �Bookkeeping
and Accounting Clerks,�

O*NET Code O*NET Title

55338A  �Bookkeeping and Accounting Clerks�

one of the military occupations displayed is as follows:

MOC Title

73D  A E  1-4 �U.S. Army Accounting Specialist�

You can read the MOC   73D  A E  1-4   Recruiter as follows:

MOC Service Branch  EO Code Level/Grade Title

73D A E 1-4 Accounting
Specialist

(Army) (Enlisted) (Includes skill
levels 1-4)

Example #2:

Military personnel classified with more than one code who wish to search O*NET
Crosswalks for their classification codes should search for each code separately.

An enlisted man or woman classified with code SK 2815 (SK = Storekeeper,  2815
= Independent Duty Afloat Storekeeper) will find the NEC 2815 crosswalks to the
following O*NET occupations:

58023   Stock Clerks - Stockroom, Warehouse or Storage Yard
55344   Billing, Cost and Rate Clerks
55338A Bookkeeping and Accounting Clerks
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However, a search for the Rating SK produces the following O*NET occupations:

Skill Levels 8-9

81011 First-Line Supervisors and Manager/Supervisors-
Transportation and Material Moving Machine and
Vehicle Operators

15023D Storage and Distribution Managers

Skill Levels 6-7

51002B Storekeepers
21308A Purchasing Agents and Contract Specialists

Skill Levels 4-9

58023 Stock Clerks - Stockroom, Warehouse or Storage
Yard

Skill Levels 4-5

58028 Shipping, Receiving, and Traffic Clerks

Note that a crosswalk search for codes starting with SK also finds Coast Guard
Rating SK.

For more information on military classification codes, please consult the Defense
Manpower Data Center site on the World Wide Web:

http://www.dmdc.osd.mil/
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Chapter Twenty:
Profile Parameters

� Detailed Information about Redefining Profile Parameters

Profile Parameter settings affect the way that an Occupational Profile is con-
structed. These settings apply for the current session only; default settings will be
restored when the O*NET 98 Viewer is next started.

Descriptor Selection

Descriptors (Content Model elements) are normally chosen for inclusion in the
Profile by looking for those with an importance value greater than or equal to the
�Lower Limit for Descriptor Selection.� This setting allows you to use the Level
scale instead of the Importance scale for selection of Content Model elements to
include in the Profile.

Max Number of Ability Descriptors

This is the greatest number of Ability descriptors that will be included in the
Worker Characteristics section of the Profile, regardless of descriptor value. The
minimum is two.

Max Number of Knowledge/Skill Descriptors

This is the greatest number of Knowledge and Skill descriptors that will be
included in the Worker Requirements section of the Profile, regardless of descrip-
tor value. The minimum selection is one Knowledge and two Skills.
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Max Number of Generalized Work Activity Descriptors

This is the greatest number of Generalized Work Activity descriptors that will be
included in the Occupational Requirements section of the Profile, regardless of
descriptor value. The minimum is two.

Lower Limit for Descriptor Selection

This is the threshold for selection of descriptors in any category. Descriptors with
means below the threshold will be selected only if the minimums are not found
above the threshold.

Save saves the current parameters.

Cancel leaves the parameters unchanged.

Restore Defaults restores system default parameters. These are always restored
on Viewer startup.
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Chapter Twenty-One:
Skill Search Parameters

� Details about Importance Thresholds

These parameters affect the way that occupations are found in the Skills Search.
These settings apply for the current session only; default settings will be restored
when the Viewer is next started. Only users working at the Expert User level can
reset these threshold parameters.

Select Occupation with Mean Importance >= (greater than or equal to)

This is the Importance threshold for selecting an occupation based on the user's
skill list. An occupation will be selected as a match for the user's skill list if both of
the following conditions are met:

(1) The mean importance of the skills in the skill list is greater than or equal to
the threshold. The default is 50. (This mean rating is calculated by dividing the
total of the skill values by the number of skills. )

(2) At least 80% of the skills in the skill list have importance ratings greater than
or equal to the threshold. (This percentage is calculated by dividing the number of
the skills above the threshold by the total number of skills.)

Importance Values are as follows:

100 Extremely Important
75 Very Important
50 Important
25 Somewhat Important
0 Not Important
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For example, assume that there are five skills in the user's skill list and the
threshold is 50. Consider the following occupations:

� Occupation 1 � importance ratings: 60, 40, 60, 70, 50

   This occupation will be considered to match the skill list because
the mean rating is 54, and four of the five skills are rated at or
above the threshold value, which is 50.

� Occupation 2 � importance ratings: 90, 90, 90, 30, 40

   Even though the mean rating is 68, this occupation will not be
considered to match the skill list because only 60% of the skills
(only three of the five skills) are rated at or above the threshold
value of 50.

Cutoff Value for “Average Level” of Skill Match

This is the threshold for computing the level of skill required when �Average
Level� is selected. The default is 50, and this value can be raised or lowered. The
mean level rating of all skills in the skill list must be greater than or equal to this
value for the occupation to be included in the �Average Level� selection.

Some interesting occupations require a variety of skills, the most important of
which of which are rated just below �Important� (50). Long-distance truck driving
is an example. To find such occupations, it may be necessary to lower the cutoff
value for both Level and Importance scales. Do this by changing the setting in
Parameters from the Settings button on the Search Menu.

Cutoff Value for “High Level” of Skill Match

This is the threshold for computing the level of skill required when �High Level� is
selected. The default is 70, and this value can be raised or lowered.

Save saves the current parameters.

Cancel leaves the parameters unchanged.

Restore Defaults restores system default parameters. These are always restored
on Viewer startup.
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Chapter Twenty-Two:
Keyboard Shortcuts

General Shortcuts

To do this Press
Move from button to button Tab (Press Enter to select)
Use most action keys Alt+ the underlined letter
Go to Activity Menu Alt+A
Go to Search Menu Alt+S
Go to Online Help Alt+H (or F1)
Exit the Viewer Alt+X

Shortcuts for the Preview Report Screen

To do this Press
Preview the report V
Print the current report P
Open the Printer Setup dialog box S (Use Tab to move in this box)
Zoom in/out Z
Go to a page F5, <page number>, Enter

Scroll down in large increments Page Down key
Scroll up in large increments Page Up Key

Move Up, Down, Right, Left Use Arrow keys
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Move up or down in page increments Ctrl+Arrow keys
Move to right edge of the page Ctrl+Right Arrow
Move to left edge of the page Ctrl+Left Arrow
Move to upper-left corner of the page Ctrl+Home
Move to lower-right corner of the page Ctrl+End

Close Print Preview C
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Accessibility Options  18
Activity Menu  6, 7, 24, 32, 55–56

Data Dictionary button  56
Disabled  24

Analyst Ratings  107
Apprenticeship Information Management Sys. (AIMS)  114

B

BAT Apprenticeable Occupations  49, 51, 84, 114
Bureau of Apprenticeship & Training  51, 84, 114
Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment Projections  51, 82

C

Census Occupations 1990 (CEN)  113
Change Descriptor Value Presentation. See Parameters
Change Profile Parameters. See Parameters: Profile
Change Skill Search Parameters. See Parameters: Skill Search
Change the Screen Display. See Configuring the Viewer’s Appearance
Change User Level  12
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)  111–112
Configuring the Viewer’s Appearance  13
Content Model  5, 56

Domains of  57–58, 72–73, 107–108
Screen  98
Technical Report  73
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Content-related Questions. See National O*NET Consortium
Copyright Information  iv
Crosswalk

Search  35–37
View  67–68

Crosswalks  109–117
Apprenticeship Information Management Sys. (AIMS)  114
Census Occupations 1990 (CEN)  113–114
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)  111–112
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)  110
Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE)  112–113
Military Occupational Codes (MOC)  115–117
Office of Personnel Management Occupations (OPM)  114
Standard Occupational Classification System (SOC)  110–111

D

Data Dictionary  7, 56, 58, 101–104
Access for Expert Users  13, 66

Department of Labor, to contact  1
Descriptor Value Presentation  13, 15
Descriptors  119

Abilities  61, 64, 119
Generalized Work Activities  16, 61, 64, 120
In Data Dictionary  97, 101–104
In Details  62–64
In Profile  119–120
Interests  16, 62, 64
Knowledge  61, 64, 119
Lower Limit  120
Skills  61, 64, 119
Work Context  16, 61, 63, 64
Work Values  16, 62, 64

Detailed Report for Occupation  64, 95
Details for Occupation  6, 61–66

Bar Graphs  64
Detailed Report  64, 95
How Organized  61
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Development of Task Statements  107
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)  36, 67, 105, 110
Display Setting  13–14

E

Employment and Training Administration  1
Equal Opportunity Guidance Letter  x, 51
Experienced User. See User Level
Expert User. See User Level
Explanatory Screens  12

F

Frequency. See Scales

G

Getting Started  9–19
Graph Report Screen  94, 95
Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE)  112–113

H

Hardware Requirements  9
Help Screens  7, 12, 13, 17, 18, 39
Hotspots  17, 18

I

Importance Value for Descriptor Selection  119
Installation  9–11

J

Job Zones  75–78

K

Keyboard Shortcuts  16, 123–124
Keyword Search  6, 29–30
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L

Level of Skill Required. See Scales
Level Scale for Descriptor Selection  119

M

Military Occupational Codes (MOC)  115–117
Monitor Resolutions  14

N

National O*NET Consortium  1
Navigating in the O*NET 98 Viewer  16–17, 62, 123–124
New User. See User Level

O

O*NET  71
Background Information  71–73
Design and Organization  24, 26
O*NET 98 Products  72

Occupation Details  61–66
Occupational Employment Statistics (OES)  24, 26, 105–107, 109
Occupational Profile. See Profile
Occupational Skills Detail Report  44, 45, 91, 92
Occupational Units  105–108
OES Occupations  26, 105–107
Office of Personnel Management Occupations (OPM)  114
Original Scales. See Scales: Original

P

Parameters
Changing  48
Descriptor Value Presentation  15
Importance Threshold  121
Profile  14–15, 119–120
Skill Search  15, 121–122

Profile, Occupational  6, 57–60
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Q

Questions about Content. See DOL, Employment &Training Administration
Questions about Reports and Documents. See National O*NET Consortium
Questions about Technical Problems. See Trefoil Corporation

R

Ratings of the OUs  107–108
Reliability  108

Related Occupations  6
Defined  31
From Activity Menu, Profile  32–33, 57, 60
From Search Menu, Titles/Codes  32–33, 60
How Derived  31

Reports  49–51, 79–98
All Occupations by Code  50, 79
All Occupations by Title  50, 80
All Occupations by Title, Code & Definition  50, 81
America’s Career Kit  51
Available from Search Menu  49–51
BAT Apprenticeable Occupations  51, 84
BLS Employment Projections  51, 82
Crosswalks Report  68, 93
Current Occupation  27, 30, 50, 80
Data Dictionary Detail Reports  96, 102–103
Equal Opportunity Guidance Letter  51. See also x
Formatting and Printing  19
More Information  51
Occupational Outlook  86
Occupational Profile  58, 65, 86
Occupational Skills Detail Report  44, 45, 91, 92
Related Occupations  32
Significant Content Model Descriptors  97, 103
Skill Search Results  44
Skill Selection List  44, 90
Unpublished DOT Occupations  51, 83
Vendor Enhancements  51, 82
Worker Characteristics  86
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Requirements
For Software and Hardware  9

S

Scales  15–16, 46
Anchors  104
Changing Cutoff Value  48
Difference between Importance and Level  16
Frequency  16, 107
Importance of Skill  46, 121
Level of Skill Required  46, 122
Original  15, 104
Skill Search Parameters  121
Standardized  15, 102, 104
Understanding  16, 46

Screen Display  13, 14–15
Search

Crosswalk. See Crosswalk: Search
Keywords  29–30
Lists and Reports  49–51
Related Occupations  31–33
Skills  39–48
Titles or Codes  25–27

Search Menu  6, 7, 23–24, 32
Importance of  24

Settings button
For Expert Users  14–15

Shortcuts. See Keyboard Shortcuts; Navigating in the O*NET 98 Viewer
Skill Level

Choice  47
Ranges  46, 47

Skill List  43, 47
Skill Required. See Scales
Skills Search  6, 39–48, 121–122
Skills Search Parameters  121–122

Cutoff Value for “Average Level” of Skill Match  122
Cutoff Value for “High Level” of Skill Match  122
Threshold Value  122
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Skills Search Results  44
Changing  47
Report  90

Software Requirements  9
Special Notice for Users  v
Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)  110–111, 113

Revision of  26
Support, Software-Related  1

T

Task Statements  61, 62, 65, 107
Technical Reports  viii, 16, 73, 78, 104. See also National O*NET Consortium
Technical Support  14, 19. See also Trefoil Corporation
Titles/Codes  6, 25–27

How Derived  26
Toolbar  17, 18, 24
Trefoil Corporation  1

U

U.S. Department of Labor  1
Uninstalling

Accessibility Options  18
The Viewer  11

User Agreement  vi–vii
User Level  11–13

Additional Features for Expert Users  13
Experienced with O*NET  11–12
Expert with O*NET  11–13, 14, 26, 48, 66, 99–124
New to O*NET  11–12, 18

V

View By Code  26
View By Title  26
View Crosswalks. See Crosswalk: View
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Web Sites
Disability Information  xiii–xiv
DOL, Employment & Training Administration

http://www.doleta.gov/programs/onet/  1
National O*NET Consortium

http://www.onetcenter.org/  1
Trefoil Corporation

http://www.trefoil.com/  1
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